
Reno-A Wide-Open Town 
By Paul Hutchinson 

I N one respect Reno is much like other American 
cities of similar population. It has its boosters, 
and they boost. As the visitor arrives in the 

town he sees, stretching across the main business 
street, an arch which glitters at night with the blink
ing of hundreds of electric lights, simulating flaming 
torches and pricking out the words: "Reno: The Big
gest Little City in the \Vorld." If you walk south 
along this street, crossing the wide bridge over the 
Truckee river, passing the pretentious Riverside ho
tel, and coming to the famous Washoe county court
house, which is the center of Reno's principal indus
try, you find on your left a beautiful little park. In 
this park stands the imposing county library, and 
within this library building, adjacent to the front 
door, you enter a tourist bureau and the offices of the 
chamber of commerce. 

The chamber of commerce is a humming institu
tion. It issues some of the most attractive promo
tional material I have ever seen put out to advertise a 
town. After you have looked through its booklets, 
with their lovely photographs of shaded parks, rip
pling streams, well-equipped playgrounds, tree-bor
dered streets, impressive public buildings, dignified 
churches, shimmering lakes, snow-capped mountains 
and gigantic forest aisles, you are likely to feel like 
packing up your family and moving to this idyllic 
community forthwith. But, not having been blind
folded during the five or six blocks' walk from the 
station to the chamber of commerce office, you know 
that there are certain features of Reno life which 
have been omitted from the town's advertising. 

Local Reticence 

Perhaps the omission has been inadvertent. Hesi
tantly, you make a reference to the divorce mill, 
grinding away in the courthouse across the street. 
The secretary is evidently loath to discuss the sub
ject; he isn't sure whether the new six weeks' resi
dence law is increasing the town's revenues much or 
not; he is eager to get back to the fact that building 
permits show a rise over last year. Then you men
tion, again with some hesitation, the gambling halls 
you have noticed running full blast. This time the 
secretary freezes up completely; in a frigid sentence 
or two he informs you that that is something with 
which the chamber of commerce has nothing what
ever to do. The purpose of the chamber is to boost 
Reno. 

After you are outside on the steps, recovering from 
the disapproval which you have brought on yourself 

. for mentioning such a subject, it occurs to you that 
the purpose of the wide-open town is also to boost 
Reno. Or so you have heard. But you don't go 
back to get the seeming contradiction straightened 

_ out by the secretary. The secretary, of course, rep-

resents the town's respectable elements, and before 
you have been in Reno long you will discover that the 
respectable elements generally take this same atti
tude. As far as they are concerned, the features of 
Reno life which have attracted world attention simply 
do not count. Though they must look at these fea
tures every day, they insist that they never see them. 
Or perhaps I should say, that they never see into 
them. 

Blazoned to the World 

Yet there is no attempt to cover up Reno's open 
vice. On the contrary, certain features of it are bla
zoned to all the passing world. Center street, for ex
ample, after dark is a shrieking jungle of neon tube 
signs-those blazing reds and blues and greens that 
are so much more strident than any other form of 
outdoor signs-and practically all are advertising 
gambling "clubs." A "club," in Reno, is any vacant 
store that pays a license fee and installs gambling 
apparatus. Some of the gambling is with cards; some 
of it is race-track gambling; some of it is of the me
chanical type-roulette, chuckaluck, keno and the 
like. Every known form of gambling is provided; 
if you want to play some game that is not now of
fered-if such exists-it will not take long to meet 
your wishes. The doors of these clubs, I was told, 
never close. I never saw them closed while I was in 
the town, and, as I said last week, I hung around one 
night until half past three. Business was still brisk 
at that time. 

This is legalized, open gambling. Don' t get the 
idea that gambling is a new experience in Reno. There 
has been plenty of it there for years. The Bank club, 
for instance, operated for years before the law le
galizing gambling went into effect last May. When 
the new law went into effect, the club simply moved 
out of the cellar, where it had been, theoretically, 
hidden, and took over the whole main floor of the 
large building in which it is housed. Its neon tube 
sign is the largest on Center street. The crowds 
around its roulette tables, or listening to the chant of 
the keno dealer, are the largest in town. In fact, so 
large is the keno clientele that the dealer has to use 
an amplifier. 

Cheap Gambling 

In some ways, this wide-open gambling of Reno's 
is a disappointment to the sensation hunter. Tales of 
the fortunes staked on a spin of the wheel or a turn 
of the card in the days of the old Nevada mining 
camps have prepared .the visitor to this western 
Monte Carlo for somethi~g glamorous in the way of 
vice. There are, to be sure, several resorts outside 
Reno where stakes sometimes run high, and where 
ladies in evening dress place their bets at the invitation 
of croupiers in dinner jackets. But these are largely 
intended as diversions for bored divorce seekers. 
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(Even six weeks in a town no larger than Reno can 
come to seem a long time to a certain type of would-be 
divorcee.) The real gambling clubs are those which 
line the city's main streets, inviting patronage twenty
four hours a day. And the scene inside these clubs 
is anything but glamorous. It is, in truth, almost 
unrelievedly sordid. 

The gambling clubs have drawn into Reno about 
as sorry a collection of the rag, tag and bobtail of 
humanity as could be swept up. The crowds that mill 
about the gambling tables have very little money 
(chips are on a nickel basis), sartorially they are 
about on a level with a breadline (perhaps a little 
better than that, but not much), and they are over
running the town with panhandlers and down-and
outers. Police problems have increased greatly since 
the wide-open law went into effect. And the exchange 
of some $ r 2,000 a month in license fees for this 
floating population of unkempt drifters seems to me a 
transaction which, considered purely from the eco
nomic standpoint, Reno will soon come to regret. 

Other Pices 

For of course open gambling has drawn other vices 
in its wake. There is a "crib" district-one of the 
last areas of licensed prostitution to remain in an 
American city. Some of the recent building activity 
of which the chamber of commerce is so proud con
sisted of adding to the number of houses in this dis
trict. Mr. Jack Dempsey, as one of the town's lead
ing citizens, has introduced prizefighting as a major 
industry, and a veritable horde swept in for the fights 
held last Fourth of July. Horse racing is also pro
vided during the summer, although this year the re
turns from the pari-mutuel betting machines were, 
from the standpoint of the promoters, lamentably 
low. Bootlegging, as might be expected, flourishes. 
That is about the only vice that remains, ostensibly, 
under cover. 

It should be said, in passing, that legalized vice . 
is not confined to Reno. The same laws which make 
it possible to run Reno on a wide-open basis operate 
all over the state of Nevada. There is open gambling 
going on in places like Carson City and Las Vegas, 
and before the Hoover dam is completed the latter 
city may manage to attach to itself almost as un
enviable a name as is Reno's. But aside from Reno 
the spectacle of open vice in Nevada does not amount 
to much. It is Reno to which the tourist trails lead 

' and in a state in which there are whole counties with 
less than a thousand population one city of Reno's 
size overshadows every other community. 

When one seeks to discover the attitude toward all 
this sordidness of the home-owning, church-attending, 
store-keeping citizens of Reno, what does one find 
them thinking and saying about their wide open town? 
Well, first of all, there are many of them who, like 
the man in the chamber of commerce office, seem to 
feel as though the subject should not be mentioned 
at all. They do not talk about it among themselves, 
and they resent having a stranger force the topic on 

them. If, however, you persist with your questions 
you find them even more resentful at any suggestion 
that the matter really touches them. These people do 
not patronize the gambling clubs; they carry on ordi
nary business pursuits, such as are to be found in any 
town of Reno's size, and they live in comfortable 
homes on the quiet streets of Reno's attractnve resi
dential section. They will let you know that they are, 
in principle, against the wide-open town policy. But, 
really, they will say, it is something that affects them 
so little that they don't care to talk about it, one way 
or another. 

Of course these people are deceiving themselves. 
The wide open policy does touch them, even when 
they fail to realize it. It is touching their children, 
for although the gambling clubs are not open to 
minors, the stores of the town are filled with slot 
gambling machines, and the youngsters cannot help 
but pick up the lingo and the philosophy of the 
streets. One citizen told me of overhearing a 9-year 
old, arguillg with his playmate on the previous day, 
in these words, "If you win, you win 35 cents, but if 
you lose, you only lose a cent." That is the implant-
ing of an attitude with which "respectable" Reno 
will have to reckon in years to come. 

Hopeless Indignation 

Then you will find among the better Citizens of 
Reno plenty who tell you, in confidence, of their in
dignation over the state of affairs, but profess their 
hopelessness over changing conditions. They will tell 
you that the city, and the state as well, is entirely at 
the mercy of the political machine at the head of 
which stands Mr. George Wingfield. Mr. Wingfield 
started life as a Tonopah miner; he is today Reno's 
principal banker and republican boss. Gossip credits 
him with heavy interests in the legalized gambling. 
And when you ask about the chances for a repeal of 
the present laws, citizens shake their heads and say, 
"Not while George Wingfield stays in power." Some 
of them told me that it would be more than their 
business lives were worth to have it known that they 
oppose Mr. W'ingfield's policies. 

There is a small minority, as I said in the previous 
article, in favor of open and unceasing warfare for 
a civic cleansing. At least two of the Protestant min
isters would be included in this militant group; there 
are a few lawyers who feel that the city has made a 
bad mistake in taking off the vice lid, though whether 
they would be prepared to oppose the Wingfield ma
chine openly is a question. But for the most part, the 
permanent residents adopt either the attitude of top
lofty superiority or of covert hopelessness. Or else 
they show a complete indifference. As long as the 
town's reputation is bringing in money, what of it? - -:-· 
And besides, what business is it of the rest of the 
nation what Reno, or Nevada, does in a matter of 
this kind? 

Next week Mr. Hutchinson will discuss the Reno 
divorce mill. 
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